Not — Instruct the student to use “not”. Use complete sentences.

1) Is a square round or not round?
   A square is ________________.

2) Is an ice cube hot or not hot?
   An ice cube is ________________.

3) Is a cherry yellow or not yellow?
   A cherry is ________________.

4) Is a ball not a toy or is it a toy? (Be careful!)
   A ball is ________________.

5) Is your name Ed or is it not Ed?
   My name is ________________.

6) Can you wear an apple or not wear an apple?
   I can ________________.

7) Are you a grown up or not a grown up?
   I am ________________.

8) Does a shoe go on your hand or not go on your hand?
   A shoe does ________________.

9) Can you fly or can you not fly?
   I can ________________.